
COLIN
MATHURA-
JEFFREE
Location: Auckland   |   Height: 182 cm
Hair Colour: Black   |   Eye Colour: Brown   |   Hair Colour: Brown   |   Ethnicity: European   |   Eye Colour: Hazel   |  
Ethnicity: Indian

Colin Mathura-Jeffree, prominent New Zealand personality, combines a rich multicultural background with a wealth of experience in the fashion and

entertainment sectors, making him a distinguished figure for corporate speaking engagements and event hosting.

Born in Auckland, New Zealand, Colin Mathura-Jeffree is of European and Indian descent. His unique cultural heritage has equipped him with the

insights and adaptability required to connect with diverse audiences, making him a valuable asset for international and multicultural events.

Colin embarked on his professional journey in the fashion industry, working with high-profile brands such as Versace and Jean Paul Gaultier. His

international modelling experience has not only polished his public persona but also provided him with a global perspective, enhancing his appeal as

a brand ambassador.

Transitioning from modelling to media, Colin gained nationwide popularity through his roles on "New Zealand's Next Top Model" and "New Zealand's

Hottest Home Baker." His approachable yet authoritative screen presence has proven effective in both engaging and retaining audience interest,

which is crucial for live event success.

Colin’s acting portfolio includes significant roles in both local and international productions, such as the Bollywood film "Love Has No Language" and

"Xena: Warrior Princess." These roles have honed his storytelling abilities, enabling him to deliver compelling narratives and presentations at

corporate events.
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As a committed advocate for charitable causes, Colin has worked with organizations like The Railway Children and Alzheimers New Zealand. His

dedication to these causes reflects a depth of character and integrity that resonates well with corporate audiences, enhancing the impact of his

engagements.

Colin has been acknowledged extensively for his contributions to fashion and media, including accolades such as New Zealand's sexiest man and a

REMIX Magazine Icon. These accolades highlight his influence and credibility, reinforcing his suitability for high-profile corporate speaking roles.

Colin Mathura-Jeffree is an exemplary professional, whose extensive experience and charismatic personality make him an ideal candidate for hosting

and speaking roles at corporate events. His ability to articulate and engage, combined with his professional achievements and philanthropic

commitments, ensure that he brings both entertainment and inspirational value to any event. Engaging Colin Mathura-Jeffree for your corporate

event guarantees a sophisticated and impactful experience for all attendees.

FEATURE  F ILM
2013 Stars In Her Eyes Role: Sanj Ample Films -  Director: Athina

Tsoulis
2008 Love Has No Language Role: Sixth Reddy Pan Pacific Pictures -  Director:

Ken Khan
2007 Reckless Behavior: Caught on

Tape
Role: Raviphama Director: Donald Wrye

TELEVIS ION
2021 My Life is Murder Role: Haj X Greenstone Pictures -  Director:

Various
2007 Rude Awakenings Role: Man with Palm TVNZ -  Director: Various
1999 Xena: Warrior Princess Role: Shakti Universal Televsion -  Director:

Various

SKILLS
Accents Indian
Dance Ballroom
Other Voiceovers
Sports Horse Riding, Martial Arts, Swimming
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